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STEWART ARCHITECTS
In 2014 Lucy set up her own practice with the aim of focussing
on key clients and offering a distinctive and dedicated service in
architectural conservation, with a particular view to assisting
churches and other community groups.
A wide range of experience includes a particular understanding
of administering Historic England grants, working with clients to
achieve long planned-for projects and detailed knowledge of the
conservation and repair of historic buildings.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIIFICATIONS & MEMBERSHIPS:
Qualified Architect registered with the ARB (2007). ARB, RIBA, RIAS, AABC
Architect Accredited in Building Conservation (2012), SPAB Lethaby Scholar (2009)
EXPERIENCE:
Whilst working for Wiles & Maguire Architects (2006-09 & 2011-13), Lucy gained broad experience
including running (then) English Heritage church repair grants and privately funded church alterations
alongside some private work. This included all aspects of job procurement, design, production of
tender information and running the job successfully on site. Historic England grant aided church
repairs are a staple part of working in conservation, and Lucy is very experienced at liaising closely
with specialist conservators, and reporting findings & recommendations for detailed works. In 2012
she was closely involved with repair works (re-roofing) for the National Trust at Nether Alderley Mill,
Cheshire which was a definite team effort working alongside the mill consultant, engineers and NT
representatives, and a very rewarding experience.
Working for Purcell (20013-14), Lucy was involved on a wide range of projects at Durham Cathedral,
managing production information, investigations, surveys and liaising closely with cathedral staff,
specialist conservators, historians and the inspecting architect. This role balanced highly complex
stone conservation projects alongside an ambitious refurbishment of the claustral buildings, and more
minor but no less important repairs to other buildings within the Cathedral Precincts.
Current work being undertaken by Stewart Architects Ltd includes a Roof Repair Grant for Blacktoft
Church, where re-slating of the Victorian roof is due to start in late autumn 2015.
Lucy regularly writes condition /QI reports, mostly for churches, but this also includes an extensive
and thorough report for John Taylor’s Bell Foundry in Loughborough (2012) & Lyme Park, Cheshire
(2011). She has undertaken upwards of a dozen QI reports since starting Stewart Architects, and is
experienced in building analysis and presentation of the information to clients.
Since 2010, Lucy has been a part-time caseworker for the Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings (SPAB). This role focuses on examining current Listed Building Consent Applications for
councils across the country and offering comment where appropriate. Cases of interest are regularly
presented to the SPAB Guardians Committee in London, and contributed to the SPAB Magazine.
LECTURES AND ADVISORY ROLES:
AABC Management Team & Board – Lucy joined the MT & Board in March 2014 to assist in the future
running of the register and conservation accreditation scheme.
SPAB Scotland – Since June 2015 Lucy has been involved with SPAB Scotland aiming to expand
awareness, and to ensure a strong relationship with other conservation organisations.
DAC List of Approved Church Architects – Sheffield DAC, York DAC, Ripon & Leeds DAC
Lucy has given a wide range of talks, mostly connected with conservation and the SPAB, to a variety
of audiences including York University and local civic groups.
AWARDS AND PUBLICATIONS:
2015, January – Article Conservation Accreditation for Professionals in Building Conservation Directory
2012 York Design Awards (Conservation) – Pikeing Well, York
I am a regular contributor to the casework section of the quarterly SPAB Magazine.
INTERESTS:
During my year as an SPAB scholar, I kept a sketchbook and this is something I continue to do. I
enjoy drawing buildings and particularly combine this interest with my hobby of bell-ringing, taking
my sketchbook on ringing outings to towers throughout the country.
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